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Introduction
In the project description, it is stated that seaports and their hinterland play an important role in
global logistics networks, particularly as the interface between the maritime and surface components
of transport chains. The traffic density is concentrated to and from port areas. This concentration
brings opportunities with it: Cargo flows can be consolidated, waiting times between sea and
hinterland can be reduced. Empty containers can be reused more efficiently. Last mile transportation
by road can be combined for multiple shippers on single pallets to increase truck capacity utilization.
The problem is that those benefits are not so easy to realize. Currently each individual freight
forwarder organizes the transportation with its own limited cargo volume – choosing traditional road
transport, given his limited volume and the complexity of the intermodal process. There is a need to
be able to merge these cargo volumes for the benefit of a better planning by systematically selecting
the best from multiple transport options. This choice can also be a-modal (ie the choice of modality
can be freely selected up the last moment) and result from real-time consolidation with other
shippers’ booked cargo.
The proposed solution to this problem is to enable groups of (direct) shippers and freight forwarders
to form a collaborative community, merge their transport volumes, and decide on the best
transportation options based on this aggregated volume. This is realized by enabling interoperability
between several value added services and between multiple regional community initiatives.
As part of this solution an implementation case for the transport of goods through Karlskrona –
Gdynia has been developed during the project. In order to do so a couple of workshops have been
performed during the course of the project. These workshops have had two purposes. The first was
to learn more about the different solutions available and to choose the best solution to be
implemented. The last workshop was an implementation workshop were the implemented solution
for Karlskrona – Gdynia was showcased. It is shortly described in Chapter 4.
In chapter 3 a description on how to navigate the system as well as an introductory presentation,
which together constitutes a material to carry out workshops for future MixMoveMatch users.
A benchmark study was also performed in this part of the project in order to set the participating
solutions in context and to have the possibilities to enhance the solution under way. The results of
the benchmark is shortly described in chapter 2.
The implementation and the three participating systems were also evaluated, using the benchmark
study and the workshops. As a final part of this work package an exploitation plan was made for the
systems showcased. The evaluation plan is described in chapter 5 and the exploitation plan in
chapter 6.
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Benchmark Study
This chapter is a summary of the Benchmark study that was performed as a part of the
project, for the full study.

TMS Solutions
TMS solutions offer tools to maximise efficiency and reduce costs associated with
shipping and logistics. Features of a TMS include strategic freight sourcing tools,
multimodal planning functionality, route optimisation, freight consolidation and dock
scheduling. Below are a few standard features included in off-the-shelf TMS solutions.
(Source: TMS Solutions: The Workhorse of Logistics)
•

•

•

•

•

Automated carrier selection
A TMS improves the carrier procurement process by determining the best carrier
and mode option for each delivery.
Shipment consolidation
Consolidating shipments is the single fastest way to cut shipping costs. A TMS will
assess all scheduled shipments and arrange them into efficient solution,
maximising their load consolidation with each delivery.
Route optimisation
TMS uses maps, road speeds, traffic data, fuel costs and modal limitation to
determine the optimised route to save time and reduce fuel costs.
Freight estimate optimisation
A TMS will calculate the costs of delivery based on cargo weight, mode of
shipping, delivery distance and other variable, and proved comprehensive reports
and analyses to facilitate the most cost-efficient choices.
Payments
TMS often include accounting functionality that helps users reconcile invoice with
shipments, audit freight bill and reduce payment errors.

By using a TMS, the foreseen benefits for the user are estimated as follows:
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Reduce expedited order costs
A TMS can reduce high-cost expedited shipments due to better planning and
system-directed exceptions handling.
Increased load consolidation
Using the TMS to consolidate from parcel to Less-Than-Truckload (LTL), and from
LTL to Truckload (TL) can result in significant savings.
Compliant carrier selection
Reduced costs are realised through the automated selection of the lowest-rate
carrier, shipping mode and route.
Identify transportation invoice discrepancies
Discrepancies can be identified through automating the audit of the freight invoice
against the original contract.
Track carrier performance
Capturing carrier performance information helps negotiate better rates.
Real-time visibility
Know the location of any given pallet at any given moment in real-time so
potential issues can be detected and resolved before they become problems.
Lower administrative costs
With the automation of the tendering, shipment creation and consolidation
processes, a TMS allows staff deployment to tend to other tasks.
More accurate and faster quotes
TMS can support increased sales by enabling quicker quote response times.
Utilise assets more effectively
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Increasingly, TMS solutions are taking on asset-based fleet management functions
to better leverage drivers and equipment.

Categories
The benchmark of this report has the aim of comparing functionalities between a
selection of TMS solutions and the three TMS solutions Nova TMS, Central Booking
Platform(Logit One Services Platform) and MixMatchMove.
Firstly, each system has been classified into three main categories:
Dominant solutions offering a full solution package built on ERP-systems. Dominant
TMS solutions includes those of SAP, Oracle and Descartes
§ Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) include those TMS solutions that are available as a
service for the user. With a SaaS TMS solution no local installation of platforms or
software are needed. SaaS TMS solutions includes those offered by MercuryGate,
Transplace, Kuebix and Nova TMS.
§ Intermodal TMS solutions are systems mainly focusing on management of
intermodal transportation. Systems included in this category includes Manhattan
Associates, Profit Tools and Logit One Services Platform.
The TMS solution of MixMatchMove is a hybrid solution focusing on larger enterprises,
mainly for the purpose of supply-chain management. Thus, MixMatchMove does not fall
under any of the above listed categories.
§

Whether or not to use a Cloud-based SaaS-model compared to a traditional on-site
installation comes down to the need of installation and maintenance. Thus, a TMS
solution based on SaaS can be less costly and easier to implement. However, and being
the main purpose of this study, the main focus is on the benefits from a shippers’
perspective received from using a specific TMS solution.

Functionalities
To perform the benchmark on functionalities of each of the analysed systems a list of
indicators has been used. The indicators, or functionalities, are retrieved from the 5th
Annual Global Transportation Benchmark Study issued by American Shippers1.
The study focuses on the trends that impact how shippers and logistics service providers
manage their international freight transportation processes, and the technology that
helps support those processes.
The study is based on a large number of interviews with global industry representatives
listed a number of functions sought from a TMS system. Those functions being the most
critical of a TMS solution were listed as:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Tracking and Tracing
Order management
Shipment scheduling
Electronic shipment documentation
Connectivity to customer, vendors etc.
Analytics
Freight invoice management
Event management
Transportation network optimisation

1

American Shippers; Global Transportation Management benchmark Study: Climbing the Visibility
Sophistication Ladder; Published November 2013
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As most of the TMS solutions identified for this study argues the occurrence of the abovementioned functionalities in their suite of tools, each indicator has been further brokendown based on the sophistication of each function.

Tracking and tracing
Tracking and tracing has the purpose of enabling the shipper to locate their shipment
during transit. The three levels of sophistication for this function are:
1. Updates at fixed locations/points of handling i.e. at a gateway
2. Real-time update on location of the transportation unit during transit
3. Real-time update on the individual shipment/package during transit

Order management
Order management is the function of handling single orders for transport via a TMS
solution. The three levels for this function are:
1. A TMS solution able to handle orders via fax, telephone or e-mail
2. A order management function that imports information from an ERP
3. A seamless order management solution that is able to handle orders with interface
to other ERP software

Shipment scheduling
Shipment scheduling is the function for the shipper to detail instructions for their
shipments. The three levels of sophistication of a TMS solution include:
1. The possibility for the shipper to detail time of arrival at receivers’ location
2. The possibility for the shipper to detail time and date for pickup and arrival at
receivers’ location
3. The above mentioned functions including the possibility for the shipper to also
lock scheduling by forwarder

Electronic shipment documentation
Electronic shipment documentation is the function of a TMS to handle documentation
electronically. For the benchmark, three different levels are set:
1. TMS solutions able to handle shipment documentation via fax, telephone or e-mail
2. Functions for automatically generating documentation, however, not fully
integrated with external parties (i.e. customs authorities)
Seamless integration of electronic shipment documentation with external
stakeholders (i.e. single-window solutions).

Connectivity to customers, vendors etc.
This function includes the potential for a shipper to connect via their respective TMS
solution to their contractual parties to allow transparent communication. For the
benchmark, two levels of connectivity are seen:
1. Connectivity providing certain transparency between different parties
2. Fully transparent connectivity between all parties in the logistics network

Analytics
Analytics is the function for a shipper to withdraw and analyse operational and financial
data from a TMS. There are three levels of “freedom” to perform data analytics:
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1. Pre-defined reports generated by the system
2. Customised reports set by the TMS vendor
3. Full access to all data and tools needed for analysis based on the users’ needs.

Freight invoice management
As for the ability of a TMS solution to handle shipment documentation electronically,
invoice management has the same function in securing efficient handling. The three
levels identified for TMS solutions ability to handle freight invoices are as follows:
1. Pre-defined invoiced generated by the TMS system
2. Possibility to handle customised invoices pre-set by TMS vendor
3. Potential for the user to digitalise all types of invoices and to integrate in own
preferred format

Event management
Event management is the function of a TMS solution to track unpredicted events and
discrepancies in the chain of transport. It also includes the ability of the system to timely
inform the user about the event. Three different levels of event management
functionality are seen:
1. The system reports when an event has occurred
2. The ability to not only inform about the event but also to add a status on the
extent and cause of the discrepancy
3. A functionality of the system to also foresee and to estimate the potential of an
event (level of AI)

Transportation network optimisation
Transportation network optimisation, or route optimisation, is the function of optimising
transport assets based on pre-set rules and conditions. The level of service offered by
different TMS includes the following functions:
1. Transport network optimisation based on available links, nodes and calculations
on centre of gravity
2. Transport network optimisation on specified parameters including available
resources (i.e. optimise on available vehicles, scheduling etc.)
3. Multiple goal parameters
a. Transport network optimisation including a range of parameters including
i.e. environmental aspects, time restraints etc
b. Intermodal transport network optimisation

Results from benchmark
The results of the benchmark for each system is based on available information. A raising
scale from ‘0 to 3’ (0-2 for on ‘Connectivity to customers, vendors etc.) is given for each
indicator whereof ‘0’ indicates that a specific function isn’t supported. If no data on a
specific indicator is provided via publicised available material, the scoring is set as if the
function is not supported.
Furthermore, the results must be seen in the light of potential contradiction if compared
to the actual functions of a specific TMS solution.
Based on the initial results of the benchmark, and by summarising the results, we see
that most of the nine indicators are supported by the analysed TMS-solutions. However,
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MixMatchMove are, by nature, not supporting some of the indicated functions as the
solution mainly focuses on supply-chain collaboration/optimisation.
The results from the indicative benchmark are shown in below figure:
Transportation network
optimisation

Event management

Freight invoice management

Analytics

Connectivity to customers…

Electronic shipment
documentation

Shipment scheduling

Order management
Mixmovematch
Profit Tools
Nova TMS
Transplace
Descartes

0

1Logitone 2
3
Manhattan associates
Kuebix
Mercury Gate
Oracle

Figure 1 Results of benchmark per indicator on each analysed TMS solution

Based on the scoring for each indicator on functions, the overall scoring is shown in
below figure:
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Figure 2 Overall score on all analysed indicators for each TMS solution benchmarked
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Workshops – training material
Descriptions of the navigation of the systems together with presentations of the systems
constitute a material to carry out a workshop for future MixMoveMatch users with an
initial feedback from Matric Terminal’s users.
The objective of the specific implementation of MixMoveMatch tool was to exploit its
strategic position in the Verkö seaport and offer value-added services:
•

Undertake management of intermodal door-to-door transport services using the
Karlskrona-Gdynia link as a back-bone

Providing crossdocking services on all levels (from parcels to containers) to ensure
efficient use of transportation resources (typically avoid transport of traction units
at sea – maximising cargo carrying capacity and utilisation)
Matric Terminals case in CLOUD project is based on one customer delivering chipboards
from a Polish producer, based inland, to Sweden. The transport integrator is based in
Latvia and has its own system that covers all legs of transport (road and sea). The pilot
has been carefully selected as it covers few means of transport and few countries so that
it provides a seamless system, limiting communication internationally to support the
human factor, which is always the weakest point in the chain.
•

Challenges targeted by MixMoveMatch in CLOUD were related to the Maintenance and
Logistics part where the data were available and the cloud-based tool was best suited to
meet the goals set.
•

Identification of loads
o Insufficient labelling on inbound

Non-standardised identifiers
•
•

Capacity optimisation
o Underused space on mafis
Identification of mafis
o Missing mafis on terminals

The solution was presented to managers from both sides of the sea, port of origin and
port of destination. As KPIs have been set it was the main driver to judge how useful it
is.
The remarks provided by the operational staff were the following:
1. List of items “to be scanned” on mafi and truck to be unloaded
2. Ease of use of scanners
3. Label printers not only stickers but also regular A4 printers
4. It is necessary to plan more than one vessel at a time
All remarks have been considered with new versions. Tests will be continued with
production version of the system.

Presented solution resulted with a greater performance in KPIs planned:
•

Identification of loads was achieved by:
o Proper identification of items,
o Labeling feature available at each step of handling units;
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•
•

Capacity optimization on ship and mafi level achieved by cross-docking of items in
relation to orders with priority of use of the resources;
Identification of mafis in the chain has been provided by merging mafi identifiers
with loads and vessels they travelled.
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Implementation in Verkö seaport
This chapter will describe the implementation in the case Karlskrona/Gdynia.

Background
Matric terminal is located in Verkö Seaport in Southeast of Sweden and it belongs to the
Baltic Sea region. The terminal is handling rail and road connection to serve hinterland
Scandinavia with logistic and transports together with forwarders.
This part of the document describes the specific implementation of CLOUD system for
terminals in Matric Terminals. The implementation is based on a set of requirements
collected within the project that covers a specific scenario within the actual business
activity between Matric Terminals and its supply chain partners.

Figure 1 Development plan for south of Verkö

The vision for Karlskrona port in south Verkö, shown in Figure 1, is that they aim to
become a fully-fledged transshipment port where not only passenger transport is being
serviced but also freight services are being performed. As the port has a strong tradition
in transport services challenges of changing markets impose development of the
services as such. Demand related to full truck loads are decreasing and even these don’t
fill the cargo space of vessels in optimal way. Customers are also reluctant to carry
trucks on vessels since they then are stuck on the sea with additional costs, e.g.
salaries for drivers instead even when they not are on move. Mafi trailers have become
a cure for some of these issues even though they are often being underutilized. The
CLOUD project therefore intended to introduce systems that will make it possible not
only fill the vessels but at the same time take care of customers who are willing to ship
less or much less than a truck or container load.
The CLOUD project has not only proven that filling rate is still far from optimal and road
to optimisation is still to be paved. It also engages small companies who have no
systems for seamless connection to be engaged on global level so that they can
participate in market on all geographical levels.

Business Case
Matric Terminals is a company servicing their customers in various ports mainly in Baltic
Sea region. In the COUD project, only one of these routes is considered and that is the
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route between Gdynia in Poland and Karlskrona in Sweden. There is a connection
between these two ports of 3 or 4 vessels per day. Terminals offer cross docking
services between land and the sea and storage at their warehouses.

Figure 2 -Route of cargo from Karlskrona

Short sea shipping in northern Europe is growing fast due to its competitive prices
especially in bulky cargo. The trailer and ferry markets are quite unique, as sea
transport is dominated by standard containers which has its pros and cons. Changing
markets, however, demands deliveries of unaccompanied units and cargo to be crossdocked. As consolidation among customers of the main Matric Terminals customer is
increasing, they are getting dependent on a few large operators. The flow of cargo from
Karlskrona in Sweden is shown in Figure 2.
The business case is based on one customer delivering chip boards from a Polish
producer, based inland, to Sweden. The transport integrator is based in Latvia and has
its own system that covers all legs of transport, i.e. both road and sea. The pilot has
been carefully selected as it covers few means of transport and few countries so that it
provides a seamless system which will limit the communication internationally, and
therefore support the human factor which is always the weakest point in the chain.
The forwarder, that deals with all transport issues of the producer Szczecinek in Poland,
book the road transport. The truck then transports chipboards to the Matric Terminal in
Gdynia where it is unloaded to a mafi trailer. A mafi trailer, see Figure 3, can carry more
cargo than a full truck load which implies that it is important to have a control over
items being unloaded and loaded to mafi as it can contain cargo from multiple
producers/shippers to multiple final customers.

Figure 3 -Mafi trailer
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After mafis are optimally loaded and secured they are rolled on to a vessel latched and
unloaded at the destination terminal where the cargo is transferred to trucks and
delivered to final customers by road transport.

Challenges
In order to meet challenges of the Matric Terminal and their customers an information
flow, see Figure 4, had to be created that firstly optimized the space on mafis and the
vessel and secondly uniquely identified items being handled.

Figure 4 – workflow of cargo handling on terminals and vessel

Challenges to be met at Matric Terminals:
•
•
•

Identification of loads
Capacity optimisation
Mafi identification

Implementation
4.4.1 Booking transport
Booking of transport can be done in every system that is capable to generate an XML
file of transport instruction or that can be transformed by an interfaced or an Access
Point to the system produced for Matric Terminal. MixMoveMatch implementation is
capable to transform any message that contains a set of information required by TI.
Nova TMS system is one of these applications that once booking is finished it is capable
to generate necessary EDI files. Once booking is confirmed the system automatically
creates an XML file that is received by carrier to be confirmed.
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4.4.2 Terminal operations
MixMoveMatch for CLOUD has been developed in the way to be operable on various
hardware i.e. PC, tablets or smartphones. The interface reflects all operations that are
taken within the terminal.
Ideally all the data are already included in the system and the cargo is properly labelled
at the gate. Once the truck arrives to the terminal its data are already visible at the
terminal’s interface in MixMoveMatch in the Truck id list. After selecting a proper ID
(registration plate) system will list items that are meant to be transhipped at the
terminal.
After clearing the truck with ID and items to be discharged at the terminal, the truck
can go to the unloading area. At this point items can be unloaded at a warehouse or
directly to a mafi.
After loading all necessary units on the mafi or the mafi is full it is closed. If a mafi is
closed, it cannot be reopened.
If there are items left and need to be loaded on a mafi, another one needs to be
declared to the lane. This step needs to be repeated until all items are loaded.

4.4.2.1

Merging mafis to a vessel

After completing all items to be loaded to mafis, the mafis needs to be merged with a
vessel that transports them to Sweden. In order to do that the Stevadore’s office need
to open a standard view of the MixMoveMatch system.
The operator creates a new vessel in order to match the mafis to a departing vessel.
Operator then needs to provide information according to previous arrangements within
a company. A policy on coding vessels, times and schedules should be provided and
implemented in order to avoid mistakes especially when there’s more than few vessels
or trucks departing.
Now it is possible to merge mafis with a selected vessel. After finishing loading vessels
directed to Sweden Stevadore must close it and the operations at the terminal are
finished.

4.4.2.2

Discharging vessel at destination port

Once vessel reaches destination port (i.e. in Karlskrona) it needs to be discharged.
Choosing the vessel to unload will list all the mafis and items that are on the vessel
ready to be unloaded. After confirming one of the items from a mafi all the other items
are also confirmed. This is also a place where missing labels can be reprinted and
reattached to items. The goods are now ready to be loaded onto outbound trucks.

Conclusions
Since there was growing demand from shippers to move cargo north and south the
capacity became a crucial factor for terminals within Baltic. Both on vessels as well as
yards. Therefor capacity itself became a the KPI that Matric Terminals have indicated as
crucial.
Consequently, since the volumes grow together with the number of shippers, which
nowadays is a general trend, it become clear that proper labelling was an issue. Very
often shippers do not label their logistics units, which severely distorts the process of
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handling goods making it slow and vulnerable for errors. In order to cross-dock units,
they need to be uniquely identified so that after disembarking from ship they can be
found at the terminal in the destination terminal.
Identification of the transport resources at every stage of the process realization is very
important. Connecting mafi numbers to items and vessels and tracking of mafis in each
terminal that uses the same data pool was substantial to the users.
Polish Community System has the intention that all involved parties, in this case the
Matric Terminals who handle goods for their shippers are allowed to book a carrier for
all or some of the cargo being transported on a vessel. To meet the requirements the
system had to be equipped with Transport Management module. It enabled to book LTL
or FTL services.
Implementation of the CLOUD system was followed by the workshop, that presented the
functionalities and perks of using it within the Matric Terminal.
According to interview with the users, System responded to all business' needs and
coped with the operational challenges, that confirms the latest course of CLOUD project
actions.
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Evaluation plan
This chapter will summarize the evaluation plan of the implementation in the case
Karlskrona/Gdynia.

Background
The main aim of this section is to evaluate the potential ICT solutions for their capability
to improve freight transport activities in the context of the CLOUD project. The
assessments have focused on freight flow between Gdynia and Karlskrona including
hinterland connections that supply the flow of freight at both ends of the transport
system.

Assessments
Assessments have been conducted by defining a set of criteria for comparing a “no-ICT
scenario” with the “ICT scenario”. The “no ICT scenario” defines a set of concrete
activities from generating orders to completing the transport and logistics operations
without implementing the ICT systems studied in this part of the report. The “ICT
scenario” is the same activities with the systems studied in this report implemented (test
cases).
A criteria set was then chosen for contrasting the “ICT scenario” with the “no ICT
scenario. The criteria set consists of transport process time, process costs, and
estimation of the number of information transactions carried out during planning and
operations. Moreover, the quantity or amount of resource utilization is an important
metric that will make it possible to determine the effective utilization of resources with
the help of the deployed ICT systems.
The “ICT scenario” is then contrasted with the “no ICT Scenario” under the said criteria
set to gauge the potential effect of implementing the system with respect to activities
related to support services when delivering a transport service, quotation generation,
planning of the transport and execution.

5.2.1

Transport process

Transport process time savings: Both systems shall result in time savings for different
reasons. For the MixMoveMatch system, an overall reduction in time utilized in the
service transport management is expected mainly because information is generated and
made available in advanced. For the Logit One Services Platform system, there is a
savings in operational time mainly due to orchestration as the system automatically
identifies and suggests the right mix of resources. In addition, the Logit One Services
Platform system has the potential to reduce the time required to generate quotations.
Transport process cost savings: Both systems have the potential to result in reduced
costs of transport in the Karlskrona Gdynia transport link. MixMoveMatch has the
potential to reduce the overall cost of the supporting services because of semi-automated
labor processes, time savings, e.g., in booking activities. Logit One Services Platform on
the other hand shall lead to less cost at the level of operations mainly due to
orchestration. In addition, the Logit One Services Platform can potentially reduce the cost
associated to quotation due to its ability to render dynamic pricing.

5.2.2

Transport planning

The MixMoveMatch system shall result in reduced transport planning time mainly because
the accuracy of the information shall be improved, and the information made available on
time. For the Logit One Services Platform, it can be expected that the total transport
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planning time can be reduced once the system is in place mainly due to orchestration of
planning activities.
Transport planning with the help of MixMoveMatch shall benefit from reduce cost because
of the rapid expedition of transport planning with consolidated, accurate and timely
information. Transport planning with the help of Logit One Services Platform shall result
in reduce cost due to orchestration particularly designing relatively complex transport
solutions.

5.2.3

Execution of transport service

In the execution of the transport service, the MixMoveMatch system shall generate time
savings when units have been uniquely labelled. The savings are mainly due to
authentication and clearance that are simplified. For the Logit One Services Platform,
faster handling at terminals leads to time savings in overall execution of the transport
The MixMoveMatch system has it highest potential of reducing cost by consolidating the
load factor on mafis and vessels. There is potential to significantly reduce the cost of
terminal activities as well as use of shipping vessel. For Logit One Services Platform, the
cost of transport execution could reduce as a result of late re-planning, managing
disturbances, manging inventories and dependent activities.

5.2.4

Information transactions

Both systems have the potential to reduce the number of information transactions and
improve information accuracy. MixMoveMatch has the potential to reduce the overall
number of information transactions that are performed manually with respect to
generating and distributing information mainly due to the management of orders,
tracking, clearance and communication of information. Logit One Services Platform on
the other hand shall lead to orchestration of support services across the entire transport
operation and hence will specifically reduce many of the manual activities, e.g. in
searching for and configuring support services. This will reduce errors and improve speed
and time. Communication among actors in the transport chain as well as negotiations will
also improve. Orchestration shall lead to better quotation for the users of the system.
MixMoveMatch shall result in an efficient information chain with the system in place that
reduces errors and improves the task of transport planning. The main benefit in the case
of Logit One Services Platform in reducing information transactions during transport
planning is related to orchestration of the services.

5.2.5 Resource utilization
Both systems can lead to additional need for skills as a resource to operate and maintain
the systems. There is significant involvement of the system provider which means that
users such as transport or logistic companies shall rely on the system provider. In the
case of MixMoveMatch, there is going to be no remarkable difference in the quantity of
resources used by supporting services such as 3PL, when comparing the “ICT scenario”
with the “no ICT scenario”. For Logit One Services Platform, the ability of the system to
generate dynamic pricing can result in less cost of resource utilization.
The number of resources required in transport planning with the help of MixMoveMatch
system will potentially increase or the demand for the skill sets shall increase mainly due
to additional demand for competence in maximizing the benefits of the system and the
reliance on support from the system provider. For Logit One Services Platform, similar
increase in resources can be expected.
During execution of a transport service, MixMoveMatch shall result in fewer resources
deployed in executing the transport mainly due to the optimization capabilities in the use
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of the mafis and shipping vessels. Logit One Services Platform does not offer specific
optimization capabilities for use of resources. However, the system has the ability to
generate dynamic pricing which can result in less cost of resource utilization.

Conclusion
Both systems have appealing strengths that could enabled them improve freight
transport flows between Karlskrona and Gdynia. Both systems provide support for
visibility, tracking services, logistic dashboard that enables monitoring.
The key strength and suitability of MixMoveMatch lies in its capability to optimize the
consolidation, identification and tracking of mafis. This strength, however, must be
compared to the cost of investing in the system and the necessary organizational
changes required by the system.
The key strength of Logit One Services Platform is in service orchestration. For actors
that constantly need to design complex transport solutions, Logit One Services Platform
can offer key benefits with its orchestration functions. The investment in the system is
again highly demanding and must be carefully considered before making the decision to
move forward with such investments. This is particularly so if the business scope is
limited to the Karlskrona Gdynia region which may not often require such complex
logistic solutions. In that case MixMoveMatch may be suitable for a small scope
implementation.
Further consideration of ICT systems discussed in this report must focus on factual
quantitative information which was unfortunately not made available for this report. Such
information is needed to build on this qualitative analysis in order to quantify and
compare the expected effects on the transport system in question.
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Exploitation plan

The CLOUD project is not only research and development, but also about innovation,
enhancing existing products making them ready for a wider market. Together they
constitute a greater added value for logistic stakeholders across Europe. The project built
upon three existing software solutions that have been prototyped or used in real
operations in a variety of logistics operations (transport chains). Collaboration among
stakeholders is key, and this is enhanced using common standards of information
exchange supported by standardization organisations like ISO and GS1.
A key ambition for the project was to prepare the software solutions that were further
enhanced in the project for a wider market, alone or in combination.
The solutions involved are:
• Logit One Services Platform
• Nova TMS
• MixMoveMatch
Exploitation of each of these are explained in the succeeding sections.
Since these solutions were available in different stages of maturity also before the
CLOUD project started, exploitation has been a continuous activity in parallel with the
CLOUD project.

Logit One Services Platform
The most noticeable result of exploitation of the Logit One Services Platform solution
during the CLOUD project is the establishment of a strategic partnership between Logit
One Services Platform and the logistics networks organization CrossTrades OBL.
The ambition of CrossTrades OBL is to provide its members with a digital platform
(further enhanced in the CLOUD project that enables central purchasing power, network
management (communication & data exchange) and collaboration features (planning &
execution). The digital platform will offer their users different multimodal transport
solutions in real time and intelligent supply chain visibility.
CrossTrades OBL resulted from the merger of logistics networks organizations Ocean
Bridge Lines (Singapore) and CrossTrades (Hong Kong) – having Gosselin, Syntrans and
Ahlers among its shareholders. The newly founded network CrossTrades OBL will be
representing 70 partners with close to 200 offices worldwide.
This is a breakthrough for Logit One Services Platform and will be a platform for further
exploiting the Logit One Services Platform solution worldwide.

Nova TMS
NovaTMS had been developed by daughter company of CallFreedom as a digital transport
management platform for all transport modes. The solution was implemented in several
EU logistics service providers.
Within the CLOUD project CallFreedom were able to use communication standards to
connect external shippers that can place orders through NovaTMS. This order can be also
visible for Logit One Services Platform and MixMoveMatch. In addition to this group of
nearly 10000 service providers are able to receive transport orders via NovaTMS from
external systems like Logit One Services Platform or MixMoveMatch.
This is also a possibility for NovaTMS to be implemented at EU scale.
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MixMoveMatch
When entering the CLOUD project, Marlo had developed MixMoveMatch as a solution for
cargo consolidation and “next segment” panning in logistics operations dealing with
unitised cargo. The solution was implemented in a number of terminals (hubs) in Europe,
being used by companies like 3M, DHL, Gebrüder Weiss, DB Schenker and others.
In CLOUD this application was the starting point for making the Matrics Terminal in
Karlskrona a full-fledged logistics operation, servicing transport on the Poland Scandinavia route, handling various types of cargo.
However, in CLOUD, the first step in this process was to enable the combination of the
Matrics Terminal in Gdynia and Karlskrona to communicate electronically with its
customers, both regarding bookings and status reporting.
Hence, the specific result developed in CLOUD that now will be commercially exploited
commercially is the solution for managing the Gdynia-Karlskrona operation serving
break-bulk cargo.
The system has been built on the basis of other CLOUD project results and on specific
requirements from the Matric operation itself. MixMoveMatch for Matric has been tested
and documented within CLOUD. It has been proven that providing unique identification of
units and concentrating on proper use of capacity of transport resources, the CLOUD
results can deliver concrete benefits for its users.
Exploitation of this result of CLOUD will be as follows:
1. Matric Terminals management has expressed an interest in implementing the
CLOUD results to be used in full operations. Commercial discussions are underway
when the CLOUD project come to an end.
2. Stena Line is the ferry operator serving the Gdynia- Karlskrona connection. The
next step in the exploitation of CLOUD results is to approach all the Stena Lines
operations (see Figure 5).

Figure 5 Stena Line operations
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3. After a potentially successful exploitation in the Stena Line network, an approach
will be taken to all other similar operators in Europe. The regions covered with a
multitude of ferry services are illustrated in

Figure 6 Regions with ferry services in Europe
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Conclusion
The CLOUD project set out to demonstrate new TMS solutions, MixMoveMatch, Central
Booking Platform and this document has in short described the different part of the work
done in the CLOUD project wok package D6 and the successful implantation of the
Karlskrona – Gdyina case. Below the conclusions of the different parts are summarized.
TMS solutions offer tools to maximise efficiency and reduce costs associated with
shipping and logistics. Features of a TMS include strategic freight sourcing tools,
multimodal planning functionality, route optimisation, freight consolidation and dock
scheduling.
The benchmark had the aim of comparing functionalities between a selection of TMS
solutions and the three TMS solutions of this project: Nova TMS, Central Booking
Platform(Logit One Services Platform) and MixMatchMove.
Each system was classified into three main categories:
Dominant solutions offering a full solution package built on ERP-systems. Dominant
TMS solutions includes those of SAP, Oracle and Descartes
§ Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) include those TMS solutions that are available as a
service for the user. With a SaaS TMS solution no local installation of platforms or
software are needed. SaaS TMS solutions includes those offered by MercuryGate,
Transplace, Kuebix and Nova TMS.
§ Intermodal TMS solutions are systems mainly focusing on management of
intermodal transportation. Systems included in this category includes Manhattan
Associates, Profit Tools and Logit One Services Platform.
The TMS solution of MixMatchMove is a hybrid solution focusing on larger enterprises,
mainly for the purpose of supply-chain management. Thus, MixMatchMove does not fall
under any of the above listed categories.
§

The main focus is on the benefits from a shippers’ perspective received from using a
specific TMS solution.
To perform the benchmark on functionalities of each of the analysed systems a list of
indicators has been used. The indicators, or functionalities, are retrieved from the 5th
Annual Global Transportation Benchmark Study issued by American Shippers2.
The results of the benchmark for each system is based on available information. A raising
scale from ‘0 to 3’ (0-2 for on ‘Connectivity to customers, vendors etc.) is given for each
indicator whereof ‘0’ indicates that a specific function isn’t supported. If no data on a
specific indicator is provided via publicised available material, the scoring is set as if the
function is not supported.
Based on the initial results of the benchmark, and by summarising the results, we see
that most of the nine indicators are supported by the analysed TMS-solutions. However,
MixMatchMove are, by nature, not supporting some of the indicated functions as the
solution mainly focuses on supply-chain collaboration/optimisation.
In parallel to the Benchmark study, several workshops were concluded and a material
was developed that enables users to carry out workshops for future MixMoveMatch users.
The objective of the specific implementation of MixMoveMatch tool was to exploit its
strategic position in the Verkö seaport and offer value-added services:

2

American Shippers; Global Transportation Management benchmark Study: Climbing the Visibility
Sophistication Ladder; Published November 2013
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•

Undertake management of intermodal door-to-door transport services using the
Karlskrona-Gdynia link as a back-bone

Providing crossdocking services on all levels (from parcels to containers) to ensure
efficient use of transportation resources (typically avoid transport of traction units
at sea – maximising cargo carrying capacity and utilisation)
Matric Terminals case in CLOUD project is based on one customer delivering chipboards
from a Polish producer, based inland, to Sweden. The transport integrator is based in
Latvia and has its own system that covers all legs of transport (road and sea). The pilot
has been carefully selected as it covers few means of transport and few countries so that
it provides a seamless system, limiting communication internationally to support the
human factor, which is always the weakest point in the chain.
•

Challenges targeted by MixMoveMatch in CLOUD were related to the Maintenance and
Logistics part where the data were available and the cloud-based tool was best suited to
meet the goals set.
An implementation of the CLOUD system for terminals was done at Matric Terminals. The
implementation is based on a set of requirements collected within the project that covers
a specific scenario within the actual business activity between Matric Terminals and its
supply chain partners.
The implementation of the CLOUD system was followed by the workshop, that presented
the functionalities and perks of using it within the Matric Terminal.
According to interviews with the users, System responded to all business' needs and
coped with the operational challenges, that confirms the latest course of CLOUD project
actions.
In order to evaluate the potential ICT solutions for their capability to improve freight
transport activities in the context of the CLOUD project. The assessments focused on
freight flow between Gdynia and Karlskrona including hinterland connections that supply
the flow of freight at both ends of the transport system.
Assessments have been conducted by defining a set of criteria for comparing a “no-ICT
scenario” with the “ICT scenario”. The “no ICT scenario” defines a set of concrete
activities from generating orders to completing the transport and logistics operations
without implementing the ICT systems studied in this part of the report. The “ICT
scenario” is the same activities with the systems studied in this report implemented (test
cases).
The key strength and suitability of MixMoveMatch lies in its capability to optimize the
consolidation, identification and tracking of mafis. This strength, however, must be
compared to the cost of investing in the system and the necessary organizational
changes required by the system.
The key strength of Logit One Services Platform is in service orchestration. For actors
that constantly need to design complex transport solutions, Logit One Services Platform
can offer key benefits with its orchestration functions. The investment in the system is
again highly demanding and must be carefully considered before making the decision to
move forward with such investments. This is particularly so if the business scope is
limited to the Karlskrona Gdynia region which may not often require such complex
logistic solutions. In that case MixMoveMatch may be suitable for a small scope
implementation.
Further consideration of ICT systems discussed in this report must focus on factual
quantitative information which was unfortunately not made available for this report. Such
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information is needed to build on this qualitative analysis in order to quantify and
compare the expected effects on the transport system in question.
The CLOUD project is not only research and development, but also about innovation,
enhancing existing products making them ready for a wider market. Together they
constitute a greater added value for logistic stakeholders across Europe. The project built
upon three existing software solutions that have been prototyped or used in real
operations in a variety of logistics operations (transport chains). Collaboration among
stakeholders is key, and this is enhanced using common standards of information
exchange supported by standardization organisations like ISO and GS1.
A key ambition for the project was to prepare the software solutions that were further
enhanced in the project for a wider market, alone or in combination. Since these
solutions were available in different stages of maturity also before the CLOUD project
started, exploitation has been a continuous activity in parallel with the CLOUD project.
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